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METROTRON - A PACTURY OP CLOUDS

[Pollowing is a translation of an article
by L. Berne in the Russian-language peri-
odical T khnika - ,jgdgbi (Technology
for Youth), No 12, December 1961, pages
28 - 30.)

REPORTING PROM FRA.NCE Artist P. Borisova

On the Lyannomexanne Plateau, two kilometers from the
city of the same name, I saw the most colossal central power
station ever built by man. Located under the open sky at &rn
altitude of 6,000 mr-tors, this air machine takes up a total
space of 10,000,000 cubic meters. Its power is equal to sev-
eral hundreds of millions of kilowatts, which is about 8
times more .than the power consumption of all of Prance dur-
ing the "peaX" hours.

Henri Dessant is the director of the Puit-de-Domas
Observatory, but he temporarily left his laboratories at
Clermont-Oorrant in order to be occupied with a completely
now "magic stick* which makes it possible for him to harness
the clouds and even the Sun itself. This "magic stick" has
a scientific names the meteotron. Even by its name, it is
evident that the metootron has something in common with me-
toorology, and more precisely, with the machines being used
in it.

xho small collapsible building, or shed, in which the
machines are housod, two black tanks, pipes,,a square area
fringed by a bilt of burnt green foliage, rows of red tanks,
three autumebiles, several young people, and a man in dark
glasses--all those are what first attract one's attention
to the left of the road tutting across the gloomy Lyanno-
moemano Plateau. These are the actual pioneers and their



machine, the "tiny Yeteotron".

In tha words of Messr. Desssnt, the meteotron is a
_pover multiplier, and can be compared with an automobile

accelerator; at a light pressure from one's foot, it yields
additional dozens of horsepower. Of the meteotron, it is
required that at the needed moment, it will start the "atmos-
pheric motor" at full speed, similar to the way that this oc-
curs in nature, sometimes tragically, as during storms and
tornados.

The "atmospheric motor" is powered by the heat ener-
gy of the Suns the solar rays falling on the ground, heat
the air of the lower layers of the atmosphere, the heated air
expands and, become lighter, tends to rise. The more intensive
the flow of the Sun's rays incident to the Earth, the greater
the amount of heated air that strives upward, similarly to the
first aerial balloon that was filled specifically with hot air.
But in this connection often at a height of 1,000 - 1500 meters,
there forms a shi#?ld of cold air; then, under such a sealed lid,
the hot air accumul-tes, trying to find an outlet from under it.

Sometimes the "ceiling" begins to crack under the pres-
sure of the column of hot air, which develops a local overheat-
ing below. It so happens that the "ceiling" is disrupted, if
a sufficiently deep air column forms under it. The local over-
heating ean bo the result of the burning of pras.., forest
fires, or most often of the intensive reflection of solar rays,
falling on a brigbter Aurface. In this case, the hot air rises
quickiy through the crack that has forme6. An exf.mple of such
a phenomenon is the recent storm in Evrais, Normandy.

Burning a ton of gas oil per minute (diesel fuel), the
weteotron also develops a local overheating of the air, to
vLich it expends around 700,000 kilowatta, i. e. the power of
a largi heat-pover plant.This is what force is needed to
break through the stable coverings of cold cir! Millions of
cubic meters of air, heated for a day by the Sun, rush through
the "1ube" formed in this way. After this, cumulus clouds ap-
pear, followed by cl~uds bearing up to 300,000 tons of water.
The condensation of this water reouires in round numbers
1•O,OO0,O00 kilovatts ;.ai yields precipitation that caa last
for several 'Iour3. lnd •, this is a real marvell Here on
Earth is a ,i: , ex,'-ridinr 700,C00 kilowetts in 3 minutes,
and in the sky i- a "motor" yielding 100,000,000 kilowatts for
4 - 5 hours. The cost of this energy in all amounts only to
the cost of 3 tons of gas oil, hurnreds of nozzles, 700 meters
of pipes, and a motor pump.
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Henri Dessant's bauic idea consists in that one should
be able to use at will the vazt reserves of power being devel.-
oped by the Sun over our heads. If until nov the meteorolog-
ists did not desire to work with the wandering clouds, nov
they have the opportunity of creating clouds when and where
they find this necessary. Hence, there will soon begin the
systematic use of the unlimited renewves of solar energy.
No matter how much promise is offered by all possible kinds
kinds of solar mirrors, solar boilers, batteries of photo-
or thermo-elements, they are nevertheless only collectors of
pitiful bits of solar energy, *qqual in force to several hun.
dreds of thousands of kilowatts. At times, much enthusiasm is
evoked by the invention of some device for heating with the
aid of solar rays. But the original marvel is to know how to
collected in a predesignated region groups of clouds and to
force rain to fall over reservoirs arrayed in the form of
cascades. This will furnish the possibility of constructing
entire chains of hydroelectric stations and to create & sea
of fresh water in any valley. Such are needed by our indus-
trial and agricultural regions.

Having realized the unachievable dream of wisards, of
the "comtnanders of clouds", the scientists will be able to
eliminate the untimely and unwanted rains at vacation areas.
As was predicted by Henri Dessant, instead of allowing the
rains to fall over the Banert-de-Bigorr, they vill concen-
trate storms oser Ore'or, Lak_, as a result of which it will
be transformnd iLkltC. a reserve of electrical power.

All this is a dream of the future, but undoubtedly of
the near future, aud it is specifically promoted by the en-
tVusiasir. of the "hermits" of the Lyannomesanne meteotron.
I think that Fermi, having noted from the trembling of the
j.diceator needles of the first atomic reactor, the appear-
ance of electric current as the result of the bombarding of
neutrons, ex-erienceda; feeling of joy similar to that %hich
I observed on the face of Henri Dessant when he, in demon-
strating his experiment, shoved to us a suddenly appearing
large cloud in the blue sky. It appeared as quickly as a
picture appears in a developing tray in a photographer's
laboratory. At the same moment, into the formed cloud, there
was shot a rocket equipped with a device for counting the
water drops. This unusual detector was designed by the young
researcher, Serge Godart. His device travels 10 km in the
clouds, and then returns to Earth to provide the scientists
with a "report" of vhat it has seen. Together with the hot
air from the meteotron, into the sky there rises a special
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parachute which was developed by Dessant's son, For reasons
of great disturbances within the air mass, the parachute con-
tinually vibrates and svays. The radar antenna folloes the
"danoing" parachute, and a recording device attached to it
provides a graphic portrayal of the jolts# 1. e. the pattern
of the storm activity prevailing within the cloud. At this
very same time, viewing tubes and movie cameras at the Pie-
du-Midi Observatory, located at 3,000 motors above sos lovel,
conduct observations of the cloud that has formed. Prom now
ong the astronomers viii have the chances without leaving their
observatories, of diverting a little attention to our planet,
and of making for the first time an actual report on the gen-
esis and life of a cloud. All of the observations collected
are subjected to scientific processing, are given their own
interpretation and vill constitute a basis for the recogni-
tion of the clouds' nature. The cloud is measured, is re-
corded, and is thoroughly analysed from the viewpoint of its
advantages and disadvantages. However, a cloud viii be con-
sidered quite suitable if it is capable of providing rain that
has long been waited for; it will be considered poor if it
carries a lot of hail in it; it is necessary to force it to
yield its water reserves prior to when it can Inflict dam-
age to man. Hovwever, it should be kept in mind that man is
not poverloss in this respect. He can attain a favorable out-
come by reducing the amount and the size of the hailstones&
In the worst case# soft hail will fall, and in the optiwum
one, rain vill fall.

At night from the 9th to the 10th of August, 1959, a
severe storm passed over bordole, and the hail destroyed its
vin4yards. From the time of this elemental catastrophe, Hen-
ri Dessant began to study the conditions of hail formation.
At present, be can already boldly assert that the "opponent"
is by no means as unconquerable, because one can (even from
the Earth) exort an effect on bail-bearing clouds by sov'ing
them with nilver iodide particles, whiich obstruct the for-
ration of large hailstones of several docigrams in size.

Agriculture and ti~e enterprises produci•.. eletric
pover vill be the first tause the results of the scieotifio
research being condtetod (n the gloomy Lyannomesanne Plateau.
But these estu j es .'11 7u ild before us other, even more
surprising potx.,tiL %. tie•a For exa, it is not excluded
that lif.e .iL 4e ,'e',turn,;. to a nur.•.•r of deserts and they
will be transformed to flourishing regions, as they were in
the remote past. IL tertin regions o? the Sahara, we can
observe entire groups of clouds which seem to hang over the
weury travelers vandering among the Zurning rocks and the
sandy dunes. Oh, if it were only within man's power to force
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these clouds to yield to the Barth thousands of tons of wa-

ter which they carry in themselves!

Once the Swedish scientist Thor Bergeron stated the
bold assumption regarding the idea that this would be quite
realisable. No one believed him, and he preferred to oceupy
himself in the quest of hypothetical subterranean seas. But
he continued to stand behind his beliefs. He established that
the clouds over the Sahara Desert do not yield rain because
they are not located at a sufficient height for this. Most of-
ten here they rise to a height were the temperature decreases
in all only to -30°, and at such a temperature, a cloud does
not yield rain. In order for rain to fallf the peak of a
cloud should rise to a temperature of -.350. Hence the prob-
lewa consists in jolting tbe cloud from beneath and forcina
its top to rise iomewbat higher. Really, this is just what
the motootron does[ It Is specifically capable of forcing
the column of hot air to rush upward, and by the same token,
to help the cloud grow to the hieght need for the formation
of rain.

In the torrid regions of the Earth where the Sun shines
quite intensively (such as in the Mediterranean Basin), it is
quite possible to use the oeteotron for 4hangng, tke. oyole of
the use of water. Usually in these countries, the water ab-
sorbed by plants is partly evaporated by them and a&ways dis-
appears in the blue of the sky, since rain clouds can noi,
form in it. This means that here the water can be used only
once. Vhat if we set up a meteotron in such a locality?
Really, it can force the evaporated water to form rain clouds,
the reservoirs of water, vbich man will very quickly learn
to control. The Lyannomesanne moteootron will soon provide all
the needed information relative to the number of possible re-
peated uses of water by plants. In several years in the tech-
nology of meteotrons, it will be easy to use nuclear energy,
which vili become cheaper; the meteotron, having become ac-
cessible in cost, will be used by the large agricultural
groups. It is also possible that in the Sahara, several dos-
ens of "climate factories* consisting of meteotrons will re-
turn to its limitl&ss deserts the chestnut forests of yore
auc& make them just as flourishing as they were 5,000-,OOO
years ages

Of course, we will find poople who will use the me-
teotron, noL as a moai for barnebainF the clouds, but will
use its other qualities. The columns of bot rising air can
pull massev of smog along vitb them.



Let's assume that near Paris, several meteotrons have
been sot up. As soon as the health service reports that the
content of carbon monoxide in the air has become dangorous,
it will be sufficient to fire up the metootrons so that tbis
"air pump" would go into action and in several minutes would
purify the air around Paris. The same function could be per-
formed by neteotrons located next to atomic centers.

Finally, we can point to the possible use of the meteo-
tron as an "elevator" for raising parachutists who, being in the
column of rising air with their parachutes opened, would be
pushed up for several minutes into the upper "floors* of the
troposphere at a height of 5,000-6,000 meters.

Although it is only of recent development, the Lyanno-
mesanne meteotron has already acquired wide repute. The Inter-
national Conference of Physicists, working on the investiga-
tion of &tmospheric phenomena that took place at the begin-
ning of June in Hamburg, adopted a resolution concerning the
conduct on the Lyannomesanne Plateau of their annual activi-
ties in 1963.

6268
CSOt 8473-D
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FIVE STEPS INTO THE '2iPXRE OP PLU7TONIC THEORY

(Following is a translation of an
article by L. flobrov, Scientific
co-w-orker, in the ftussiav.-lahguag*

o riodical Tohis-M olz
Technology ?or _o~uth), No. 12,
December 1961, pages 34 - 36.)

In the division of the universe among the gods, the
uaderwator kingdom was given to Neptune and the underground
one fell to the lot of Pluto.. At the entrance to his pos-
80ssion3, the grim Pluto placed the huge throe-headed dog
Corberus. T"himq fierce g~uard was to protect the secrets of
Hiad** against tbe -ýimpte w.rtals. But a challenger vai found-
this was the famous strnr,,. man Hercules, who vanquished the
ferocious beast and fo'ughyt Pluto singlehanded.

1n this ancient myth are reflected the naive concepts
of that epoch roncee4-s~.dg the secret world located beneath
our feet, arid the dreams or its conquest by man.

Milleniums wvnt by. The legend& were replaced by the
scientific concepti of geology a~nd geophysics. In quest of
coal and urp.niuru, gold and diamonds, with the aid of the
st&eel "moles" built by him, man dug back anid forth ini the
cover to the "kingdom of Pluto" in buge underground corri-
dors. The steol dr1.lls~equippod with diamond jaws, bore
ever deeper into the earth. The Sarth's folds located far-
ther fro-~ the surteoi nre inspected by geophysicists with
the aid (..f wavex fro.. arti~ficial earthquakes, the reflec-
tioziss of vlhich are detected by senuitive devices, 1, 9. by
stimmogrA~ms. A study of the ejectod volcanic gases, steam
and )avav the identification 01f th~eir composition and of the
relative content of ':henyical element~s supplements the extent
of ouar knovledg* rogLrding the structure of the earth's inter-
ior. Nevertheless, until now the subterranzean world has been
enveloped in an aur4 of iy.~torv.



What do we know about the 'residence of Pluto"?

ENIGMATIC NETHER WORLD

The most detailed data on the structure of the Earth
are furnished us by the observations of the propagation of
seismic waves.

In 1909, the Yugoslav geophysicist A. Mohorovicic stu-
died an earthquake in the Balkans. He found that the seismic
waves at a depth of several dosens of kilometers undergo a
reflection and retraction. Perhaps this indicated that below
this level, the material comprising the Earth has other prop-
erties. Later other researchers demonstrated that such chan-
gos exist everywhere. The level of such changes was called
the Hohorovicic boundary. The layer above this boundary was
called the Earth's crust. The subjacent layer with a thick-
ness of 3,000 kilometers was called the mantle. The mantle
surrounds a nucleus with a radius of 3,400 kilometers loca-
ted at the center of the Earth. T?2us in its structure, the
"underground empire" is reminiscent of an egg: the yolk is
the ecor, the white is the mantle, and the shell is the
Earth's crust. The surface of a fine film between the shell
and the white corresponds to the Mohorovicic be-ndary.

But we by far can not leave the Earth's structure to
this one understanding of the pattern. It is necessary to
clarify what each layer represents, especially the maitle,
containing 84% of the volume of our planet.

It would appear that nature herself provides an an-
swer to this question. Actually the hot rivers of lava flow-
ing from volcanic cones give one the idea that the Earth's
crust is a raft floating on a sea of molten magma. Really,
wherever the fiery breath of the Earth erupts, there is a
real hell: the upper part of the mantle is heated to 1,000-.
l,5O0O! At the boundary botween the mantle and 1,ie core,
the temperature reaches 2,0JO - 4,0000. Under susi heat,
any silicate and alumosilizate rocks, of which the mantle
evidently consists, should convert to a liquid state. A
seismological prroing of the "inner sate" of the Earth
showed that the wantle iat/ial at the same time is 2 - 4
times harder th,.- the .•ry l.ýtrdost steel.

What is I - m - 1e " 'e? 0,at *-)rm is it in, and of
what is it comp,ýed? L'e pj:; ibility . not excluded that
the matter, comtressed by nillions of %tmosphores which
prevail in this zone, icquires some ecial plastic proper-
ties. Until this day, this remains thi subject of scientif-
ic discussions. Actually, it is just u.e•er the crust that



there is an arena of the engagement of titanic forces, which
in the twinkling of an eye are able to transform the quiet of
a peaceful city to the horrors of an earthquake or the night-
mare of a volcanic eruption.. The activity of the selfsame
"laboratory" also governs the course of accumulation of min..
oral resources.

The core of our planet hides even greater secrets.
Moreover, what can we say about the core, which is miles and
miles away from us! Even the Earth's crust on which ye walk
is still far from fully studied. Until now it has been unclear
why there are earthquakes, why mountains upvarps and the con-
tinents sink. Our data are also scant regarding the formation
of minerals.deposits.

The famous Russian cosmonaut Ghermann Titov viewed
the Earth's surface from the giddy height of 250 kilometers
through the window of a Soviet spacecraft. At the same time,
no one has yet penetrated even a tenth of this distance into
the "underground cosmos". Having descended to the bottom of
the deepest mine shaft in the world, we are in all only 2.5
kilometers from the Earth's surface. A limit twice as great
has been reached by the drillers in the Soviet Apsheron Pen-
insuli.. Nevorthelesa, the thoroughly studied layer of the
Earth's crust on the scale of our planet is no more, relative-
ly speaking, than the layer of paint on & globe. Beyond this
is the unknown.

Aut why has the scientific world met with lively cur-
iosity the report regarding a bold effort to penetrate the
Earth's crust?

PIVE SEVEN-MILE STEPS
It was now the turn for the "underground cosmos". On

25 August 1961: at an oxpandod session of a meeting held b7
the Ministry of Geology and Conservation of Resources of the
USSR, proposals from scientists were examined. These dealt
with the drilling of 13 boreholes to a depth of 10 - 15 kv
in various regionb of s)ur Country. These were literally to
be seven-mile strides into the "Kingdom of Pluto"$ As yet
the points had only been roughly chosen, with the idea being
that the cutting of the holes would provide a coxplete pie-
ture of the deposition of all types of rocks forming the
Earth's crusts sedimentary, granites and basalts.

As is hypothesized, the lover stratum of the Earth's
crust is the basaltic layer. The thick basaltic cover is
the support on which rests the granitic layer, covered by
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A~ mantle of sedimentary rocks. It is true that the Earth's
cru ' t does not always have a throemlayered "architecture'$.
For instance, the ocean flor eonsists of a basa~ltic support
and &, vtry thin layer of sedimentary rocks. The granites,
comprisinog from I to * of the rocks of the continentol masm
sits, extrude (outcrop). directly to the surface in certain
places. To be sure, the thickness of the layers in not uni-
form ovory'vhero. This to vhy vs are faced viith much vork in
the final explanation of the geographic points where the
opera~tionn will be undertaken.

The friable sedimentary cover--this is a. sponge, sat.
iiratod with all poxsible kinds of minor-alai oil and coal,
combusttible gates and #&lt# iron and aluminum, zirconium and
titnnium, gold and platinuni--this is fa~r from a complete list
of those riches tha~t are concealed in the upper stratum of
the E,%rth's crust. The drilling of borehole No. 1 Is planned
in a region whers the thicknesses of the sedimentary rocks
are the groateat, Obvio'zs1yl thirwvill he some oil-bearing
region.Dri'lling to a aopth of &round 14 km will permit tb.p
geologists to e~xpl ore now, as yet inaccessible deposits of
oil, mnd to establish the lower limits of their occurrence.
The century.-old argiu'rnt may ho silenced hetvoen the propon-
enta of the hypothosis of the oil'R organic origin, evenl ad..
vanood by M.. V. Loiannoi~ov, and thove who conside~r that t'ha
oil wits formoed a'o: tinora1 ouhstarjoess (the viewpoint of
D. 1. Mendeleyev). it isi not eitcludcod that at high -nearure,
and ti~mperature in~ the intorilr of' thie Rarth's cru,,t, there
001%dd develop at Mynthoa.lo of "organia m~atter from nxonorganlo,
loa~ding to tho formiation o? "black gold". It this be *o, then
Lý10 deopor vW' drl~l., tho mnore oil ve Ootill findl

Tht depvth of borohole No. 2 will be about 15 km. The
boi'f vi.1l opeio the most anicient gran~ite.-% of our country,

Vh1~1 acor ti- t. ho testimony get~.ochroftology, are over
31 i, iiani ye,.i- c2J. Vh:J to of interoit. to teiontists kire?
How; -.xntibaLru'. .; .aro tiorn, htow the ov, ':,:tonary' yrocessaos -1ro-
cou1i in~ tao %ipthriust rocks,, leadiiig .to the foriw~iion of the

~~r~A ic ~y~r~.th~eand other key quortione of geology will
bo -i. rtly Aov 0l.v by 1-i tiel't-Ing o(' Use lK .rliin boreholo,

vill1 .t~ ot'tlvr ir.; .:tent :sit^ for v.~ ?z~p dril17'.Wx~gi ,let u 'iyp thte Urrls. Drill.
in uoufe~i.it hor ý.l Nr). 31 vill roacli its very roots,
It will g~ivfv its .iformatior .n the ri't!,ot underground
reservop- o. %:vp nd. ... mther mevtCs. It In asvt~med that
the drilling or~ill, ý :--cujh rew-it.-%t of stubterranesn mkas
or molten r. :;A t, the c~ for h!o origin of'

Best Avc-ilable Copy



Prom bozehoiw No. 4, the drilling of which is ear-
narked for a regioz vhere the basaltic layer comes closest
1,o the Earth's surface, the geologists expect information
on the naturo of the basaltic support of the continent, and
on how and why there occurred a stratification of the crust
:.nto granites and bazialts, how lodes of metals vere formed
trom the fusions and vapor-water solutionsp by what route
the elements rise from the depths to the Barth's surface,
said maeny, many other faect. Butire novels will be written
stbout this enge.ging journey into the unknown.

However, the nost enticing route to the "nether r*-
gionsm is to he followed (laid) by borehole No. 5. It is
allotted a sit# vheri the layer.of the Earth's crust is the
•hinnest on land. Ha'rinj pierced the basalt, the probe will
out through the Mohoraoie boundary. Bore, sealed off by
the basalt layer, the enigmatic mantle is concealed. On that
oide of the oonquertid boundary, there will be found the grave-
yard of many theories regarding the inner structure of the
Blarth. These theorie•i have been constructed on the quaking
tiands of indirect evidence. Finally, man will extract from
tnder the crust a piece of the mysteriouu matter from the
?iantlo. The doubts V:Lll lisappearp having yielded to accur-
ate tcientifie knoulodge.

Having reeei~vid ssaples of the material com:prising all
.be layers oe the 2a.Vh's crust, the scientists will condunt
u physical an'l ,raean•:& -tlysis of them. The measurement of
the radioactivity %A- .ht various layers will permit us to
discover whether our pl.iet has cooled off or has heated up.
A study of th. isetopid satructure of the minerals will fill
,"n the *Age" col,.n -rn the history of the Eartb's crust and
;he miantle. Porecasit, of the ecmposition and state of all
i•hs Enrth's layers, .iterting from the crust and ending with
0:be core, w:t'l beevr i more weliable. It will be clarified
vh*-t.,er the location of the Sarth~s magnetic pole has shaif-
,ode Pinal.y, we vil' be able to compare the composition of
i;ho in=ntle's material with that of meteorites. All this will
49lp us to racroate ,,he continuous pattern of the Earth's
jreologle dev'a.tmtnt ove.r many millions of years.

At a great depth '.a the Earth's cruet, the scientists
will tind an tne.ýýh-iutiblo source or heat within the Earth.
Up to this time, thesie coloss.•l resources of energy have
-,emained uotarped. Aatually, -to be able to harness the geo-
,;herma1 6nergy will (flake it po*sible to transform winter to
niummer, the tundras to subiroplcal -&;ioixe, will ignite the
:aun of electrical poier and h~rnnss the horsepower of else-
1;rio motors, brought to life by the sýeoa from the underground



"central heating plants". Such potentialities offer man the
mastery of the Othermal machine" of the Earth, and this mas-

, tery vill bogin with the direct, face-to-face, familiarity
with the underground "Rados".

Many obstacles will confront the scientists in the
accomplishment of this grandiose program. The "Kingdom of
Pluto" preserves faithful "Cerborus"-liko charactoristioss
tremendous pressures, temperatures running to hundreds of
degrees, in the sone of which the soil water, rushing into
the borehole, will turn to steam, to take on the destruc-
tive force of an explosion. This is far from all. The dril-
ling technology Permits such standards of distortion of the
boreholes that a very deep probe, gradually being deflected,
can bend so much that it will project its "nose" to the
Earth's surface. It is impossible to list the difficulties
that will have to be overcome by the modern Hercules in
their duel with Pluto. But the scientists are betting that
the powerful Soviet technology is capable of handling even
more daring projects.

It is difficult to find anytbing comparable, in scope
of scientific problems, in the world practice of mastering
the Earth' depths. Even the famous American "Nobole" projirct,
the name oý which is again linked with Hohorovicie, is forced
to be limited to tmr.rq modest goals. Neverthlet, it is inter.-
coting how tile Aweric4ns are preparing to reach the ýahor_-
icic boundary.

THE ROK!TE I. A'iqG THROUGH TUE "DOMINIONS OF NPTTJNE"

On the blue waves of the Pacific Ocean, along the wes-
tern coast of Msxico, a huge vessel is anchoredl its deck
has P structure erf..ted on it that is reminiscent of the
Eii~fol Tower. This is the "Cuss-I", a floating drilling ita-
tion for the b oring of the sea floor. It is intendee
for Lesting Vie equipment and techniques which are proposed
for future use to accomplish the "Mohole" project. The depth
of the gulf at the plce of drilling is 3.5 kzi. The question
arises, why drill in.o the Earth by such a method?

The feýet of •e mntter is that the ocean floor is the
thinnest part ot Vie Earth's trust. The continents baye
pressed down so much on t~a btsaltic support that under their
veighi, the Moborovicic boundary moyod away 30 - 40, and in
places 70 km from the Varth's surface. At the same time, it
is close at hand in the regions of cortain islands. It is
separated from th& ocean floor by a basaltic layer several
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kilomottera thick,. nnd by o' supearjnaeent layer of sedimentary
rocks ~several hundredis or motorse thick. It is, true the.t1 there
are mAny kilomfitern of wAoter lying labovv the ocean floor,
but rvitI.1y blo "K~ingdom, or Aleptune" im much more pliant for
drilling thnn is tho "Ki~ngdoma of Pluto".

Of C1)urnot the 1.144 of tile "Domfinions nf Neritunc", as
a beschh..td for vinting the mtrittgle with the "Kinigdom of
Mi'to" creates; knr'wn inconvenionces. T~he 'irilling iruxt be
conducted from an unanvchored voan.4, the stationa~ry state
or which .to assurirl~ by preverfuI. diessel onginot motinted or%
lootird oni four sidos of thaj shirp, The 1position of the ship

*is rogutat-td by 4 cir 5 buoyrs, beluR held by an sinchsor #.,able
around the xship at ai depth of manv tens nf utitors. The buoys

* are Pqtitppd wi-th fi!)urees of' joil'rid pulves. Tho electronic
*eq'ii4'monlL on board thjo ship piecku up tits signa13 fromi af ar

&nd confvtrt4 them into commAnds btl tho, holmanian. The helms..
nhatn att. a centralJ control post rogulittev tba i~irer.-ivn und
oper'ttiiig .xpeet of the' rudder ot~ipnes, !!v Vint tt'e vs~jel
w. Iill 'QV be kopt, above t~ho holfe In theu preset posit-ion
in~ spite or the ocomis currents. Thi-o 1, q'jito~ irr-ortart..
To lie mi~'reo 0io hole~ i-I s4eparuitoa~ Crni-i the ship-o-nlY tile
Airi i. 11~,elf corinoc ts. t~ho vesti* w it~h tlt) QC6411 rh0or. V111ro-

forl, t the (1rill is T11p'z -ld wit if t~he hole, it vill bc,
irnpossi4Thlf to find it tgain, viiii is 'rh:, all 4'~he ope~rations
oij thip inoitsuremezt strict tatk.iJ orfinamples are o-ornddctee -e'th
the 1Ho iL' fnj' flt ?iJ7lts t14 lovrOa1 1il1f) io 1.1 it'r~tole On L. lint)
or cabta.

Tht' drilliti! olsorations so far soc*r' tp r.ý* repeti-
tinns. gu)it the pro i irnn ry revi'lts alread~y iol'tsinpd aire of
'Jefinitt interest. A study of tile occbtsn floor permtnls mt to

* ~corate1ude Mint, t~ton'iott bottom dopoo'ito were formedl %round
* 1O milkioui yonar It~ il Ao9001000 poriod wbitieh is onl~p'l

tli-' Miocen~e. ltvntky tho NSats.J(Rl Xcadenty or' 3cieneas of
~ tlheb UJ.,S' qellt tile 1IV;S Acatdomy of Seitenes a "timple of a

houa1l co-e 4colbleotsid nn 2 April 1961 doitrng drilling at
3pl'30 nietevA~ fr*vr. "ni lard ths, "Cuss-i" &t the 186th meter
of the holp. Havi,:' rrtcinelid the batI~atic !RuPport, -the 116.
tn$if-sts ha~veo tnen'stri!tfd ntov dtifficulties. It is necnsiary
to hstvo it orill evivi)i1I or p icaing the hardr basaltic Iftyer.

Tile llrvnjch ron,uitniers linve 'ilroady iieivuloret, and ton.
td.*i a Mobd40 Mir J4. t~tlebfidrill. 1'0? CIhO '"ohole"' Jrojact. Ttri
hotid re~rn~vor at 710 revroluticnts per witaut~e ina'toad of' the
i~fsoa. 40 rpmn. At iors.'Aint, As ewW vostool is letined for mnian..
(injg tlu. '1rilling. nth.rnl. Apparwentlyo if. wifl W% tevera~l
y'n~ros before wo catn got tli* firmt ~iiplts of the vn~'ntle.

Tha coopscrit'ml ofC aclunt . tn1.-i ir~ var-olin eem~nixrc wl
hastr-ien lIme conj.i of' #,ni "Kinegdon ofl~t~"
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